DOT CLOSURE INSTRUCTIONS ANCHOR
PLASTICS Ltd. 5 GALLON 70MM STYLE
HEDPAK® COMBINATION PACKAGING
HPA6368
The preassembled molded polyethylene HEDPAK® insert, screwcap, and corresponding carton
supplied by Anchor Plastics ltd, constitute a combination packaging for use in the transportation and
storage of LIQUID products, including certain hazardous chemicals. It is the shipper's responsibility
to determine if their product is allowed for shipment in the HEDPAK® combination packaging as well
as determine if the product is compatible with polyethylene.
HEDPAK® combination packaging is tested for compliance with the requirements of 49 CFR
para. 178.600 and the assembled packaging carries the following mark:
4G/Y30/S/YR*
CAN/ANCHOR 2-3210

*year of manufacture

CLOSURE REQUIREMENTS
The assembled packagings must be closed for shipment as described below. Use of nonspecified components will lead to non-conformance with DOT marks. If you are not the final
assembler of the HEDPAK® combination packaging, you are required to transfer this information to
the party who will complete assembly of this packaging in accordance with 49 CFR para. 178.2
Closure Type &
Dimensions
70mm HDPE screwcap
with EPDM gasket

Source and Type
Anchor Plastics ltd cap
with EPDM gasket,
Anchor Part Number
COM0892

Torque Application
Recommendation
70 in-lbs

Anchor Plastics
Wrench #
TOL1458 see note 1

After the cap is installed to the prescribed torque, the TOP flaps must be closed with 48mm
wide 3M #375 tape. Extend tape at least 2" down side panel.
CAUTION: The assembled combination package is not authorized for air transport of
hazardous materials.
Note 1: Equivalent tools that apply appropriate torque can also be used.
Note 2: All required DOT markings must be visible.
Note 3: All HEDPAK® containers are made with an 18mm pour vent that the final customer can
puncture to aid in dispensing. The units are shipped with the diaphragm intact and cap in place.
Applicable Specifications: HPA6368
Issued: 28/10/16
Anchor Plastics Ltd
730, St- Etienne
L’Assomption, Quebec
J5W 1Z1
Canada
http://anchorplastics.qc.ca/

Reference: Lab Report #0262
Attached: Tape Box Closure Method

TAPE - BOX CLOSURE METHOD
The box shall be closed with the specified tape applied over the
center seam of the box, continuing at least 2 inches onto the box
ends as specified in the closure instructions.

Use 3M tape # 375 ,48mm.
Extend at least 2” onto ends
(side ) of box

